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§ In reactions with nuclei in-medium parton showers 
are the cornerstone of the physics of hard probes –
high pT hadrons, jets, heavy flav0r

§ The associated phenomena were dubbed jet 
quenching and established in a myriad of 
observables

Inclusive hadron suppression,
hadron correlations

Jet suppression, enhanced 
dijet asymmetries, jet substructure

M. Gyulassy et al . (1992)

Also in cold nuclear matter

Heavy flavor suppression,
b jets,di-b jets, quarkonia
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G. Altarelli et al. (1977)

Y. Dokshitzer (1977)

Gribov et al. (1972)
1. Incoming hadron   (gray bubbles)

➡ Parton distribution function

2. Hard part of the process 

➡ Matrix element calculation at LO, 
NLO, ... level

3. Radiation  (red graphs)

➡ Parton shower calculation

➡ Matching to the hard part

4. Underlying event   (blue graphs)

➡ Models based on multiple 
interaction

5. Hardonization  (green bubbles)

➡ Universal models 

H

The description of an event is a bit tricky...

H

¡ In SCET splitting functions are related to 
beam (B) and jet (J) functions in SCET 

¡ In general, knowledge of branching processes is 
necessary for higher order and resumed 
calculations

¡ Also essential ingredient for MC event 
generators  

Bridge the gap between HEP and NP 
theory/phenomenology for hard processes

C. Bauer et al . (2001) M. Beneke et al . (2002)



I. In-medium parton showers
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§ The theoretical framework is completely 
general – it is applicable for both cold 
nuclear matter and the QGP.  

§ This is achieved by isolating the medium 
in transport parameters and universal 
gluon-mediated interactions

Note that the leading subeikonal corrections 
have also been computed (not covered here)

¡ The limit we are 
interested in

M.  Sievert  et al . 
(2018), (2019)

A.  Sadofyev et al . (2021)

In deep inelastic scattering 
(DIS) the lowest order 
processes involve prompt 
quark. Even at NLO the prompt  
gluon jet contribution is small



§ Interaction in the amplitude and the 
conjugate amplitude (Direct). Two in 
the amplitude or the conjugate 
(Virtual)

Representative 
forward cut diagram. 
Propagators hide in 
wavefunction

¡ Vitruallity changes enter the interference 
phases and are related to the propagators Z. Kang et al . (2016)

G. Ovanesyan et al . (2012)c.f.



§ In the case of a medium we cannot guess from its final distribution. In fact 
future interactions can in fact affect this formation time and how the 
system in turn will interact. (This is a quantum coherent effect.)

§ This also shows right away the difficulty of implementing LPM parton
showers in time-0rdered MCs

Vacuum Medium

¡ Consider the formation times in 
the soft gluon emission limit
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Let’s try to evaluate the formation 
time of the (soft) gluon  at t

𝐿𝑃𝑀 ~ 𝐿/τ𝑓



Calculated: initial conditions, kernels, and 
wrote a Mathematica  code to solve it

¡ Color is not entangled, 
homogeneous structure and 
multiplicative factors that can be 
algebraically treated   

¡ Finally, relative to the splitting 
vertex   we classify the as 

¡ Initial/Initial, Initial/Final, 
Final/Initial and Final/Final

§ Factorize from the hard part
§ Gauge-invariant
§ Depend on the properties of 

the medium
§ Can be expressed as 

corrections  to Altarelli-Parisi

� 

dN(tot.)
dxd2k⊥

=
dN(vac.)
dxd2k⊥

+
dN(med.)
dxd2k⊥

Done, of course, for all splitting functions



¡ Reduction of small-x 
and large-x 
probabilities 
(assymptotics
modulated  by 
thermal mass)

¡ Enhancement of 
democratic branching 
(x~0.5)

10

Effects of opacity

In-medium parton showers are softer than the ones in the vacuum. There is 
even more soft gluon emission – medium induced scaling violations, 
enhancement of soft branching 
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The softer in-medium 
branching is directly 
observed!

A. Larkoski et al. (2015)

Directly proportional to the 
splitting functions, + 
resummation for small angles

zg =

rg = ΔR12

pT1

pT2

In-medium splitting functions can 
be measured directly through 
observables 
Soft dropped momentum sharing 
distributions

H. Li et al. (2018)
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¡ Broder angular 
enhancement 
region

¡ Oscillating series –
the average of 1st

and 1st+2nd order-
candidate for 
pheno.

In-medium parton showers are broader than the ones in the vacuum. There 
is even more large – angle gluon emission.  The effect of heavy quark masses 
(“dead cone” effect) is also enhanced.
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The broader in-medium 
branching is directly observed!

Y. Chien et al. (2015)

Integral jet shape

CMS
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Expressed from jet functions, 
themselves computed from 
integrals of the splitting functions



II. EIC examples



• Heavy mesons have very different 
fragmentation functions and formation 
times
– Easy to discriminate between larger 

suppression for D/B mesons (in-medium 
hadronization) and strong 
small/intermediate z enhancement (E-loss)

– Enhanced sensitivity to the transport 
properties of nuclei

Utility of heavy flavor measurements at the 
EIC in constraining hadronization physics and 
the transport properties of nuclear matterX. Li et al. (2020)

Hadronization not well understood, independent 
fragmentation, MC implementations …



In-medium  splitting functions provide correction to vacuum showers and 
correspondingly modification to DGLAP evolution for FFs 

The evolution equations are given by standard Altarelli-Parisi equations:
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The complete medium-induced splitting functions look like:

P
(1)
i (z,Q) = P

vac
i (z) [1 + gi(x,Q,L, µ)] , (48)

where the individual terms with all the plus prescriptions and virtual pieces are summarized in
sections 2, 3. These evolution equations have to be solved with initial conditions for parton densities
for quarks, anti-quarks and gluons to equal �(1� z) at some infrared scale ⇠ fewGeV. The resulting
so-called PDF’s at the hard scattering scale Q = pT look like fi/j(z, pT ), and have an intuitive
interpretation: probability of the parton i to be found in the parton j at the momentum transfer
scale Q = pT . For example fg/q(z, pT ) is the solution for the gluon density from the evolution
equations with the initial conditions fq(z, µIR) = �(1� z), fq̄(z, µIR) = fg(z, µIR) = 0, and so forth.

As a result of solving the A-P evolution equations we get the full LL series resummed by:

�
(i)(pT ) =

X

j=q,q̄,g

Z 1

0
dz �(j)

⇣
pT

z

⌘
fi/j(z, pT ), (49)

where i = q, q̄, g. It is straightforward to check, that by plugging in the lowest order solutions of
the evolution equations, into the equations above, we reproduce Eq. (42), a nice sanity check. In
addition, the equation above when combined properly with the evolution equations contains all the
leading order logarithms resummed. This should be more relevant for the LHC phenomenology where
the energies are higher than RHIC.

TODO: Check if there are additional factors from reversing A-P equations and the

cross section formulas from initial state to the final state.

The soft gluon approximation

The coupled Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations Eq. (45)-Eq. (47) simplify tremendously for x ⌘

1� z ! 0. In this small x approximation the equations decouple and reduce to describe the e↵ect of
leading patrons that shower soft gluons.

To see this we present the small x approximation of medium-induced splitting functions:

Pq!qg =
2CF

x+
+

✓
2CF

x
g[x,Q,L, µ]

◆

+

, (50)
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§ Always enhancement at small z but for 
pions (light hadrons)  at very small values –
mostly suppression

§ Very pronounced differences between
light and heavy flavor fragmentation  
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Z. Liu et al. (2020)Medium induced scaling 
violations

Integrate out the space-time 
information. All applications in 
momentum space
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Light pions show the largest nuclear suppression 
at the EIC. However to differentiate models of 
hadronization heavy flavor mesons are necessary

Z. Liu et al . (2020)
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Differential in z

Effects are the largest 
at forward rapidities
(p/A going)
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Integrated over z

Differential in z

Clear new insights into hadronization from light+heavy flavor



§ The physics of reconstructed jet 
modification

Two types of nuclear effect play a role

- Initial-state effects parametrized in nuclear 
parton distribution functions or nPDFs

- Final-state effects from the interaction of 
the jet and the nuclear medium – in-
medium parton showers and jet energy loss

H. Li et al. (2020)

§ Net modification 20-30% even at the 
highest CM energy

§ E-loss has larger role at lower pT. The 
EMC effect at larger pT
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§ Jet energy loss effects are larger at 
smaller center of mass energies 
(electron-nuclear beam combinations)

§ Effects can be almost a factor of 2 for 
small radii. Remarkable as it approaches 
magnitudes observed in heavy ion 
collisions (QGP)

A key question – will benefit both nPDF
extraction and understanding 
hadronization / nuclear matter transport 
properties  - how to separate initial-state 
and final-state effects?

H. Li et al. (2020)

Initial-state  effects are successfully 
eliminated

Define the ratio of modifications for 2 radii 
(it is a double ratio)

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅&'(𝑅)/ 𝑅&'(𝑅 = 1)
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Can get detailed insights into shower structure in CNM



• Modification of both c-jets and b-jets 
substructure in eA is relatively small

• It is dominated by limited phase 
space  

Z. Liu et al. (2021)
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Illustrative study: Kinematically not 
possible in DIS but illustrates very well the 
difference with HIC
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zg =

rg = ΔR12

pT1

pT2

Effects of heavy quark mass -
most pronounced in substructure



III. Comments on MC implementation
Disclaimer – selected results taken from literature



K. Zapp et al. (2008)

All PYTHIA based 

I. Lokhtin et al. (2006)

JEWEL

PYQUEN

• Collisional energy loss
• Soft gluon emission intensity

Bertsch-Gunion

Challenged by more differential observables

Assumptions for angular gluon distribution

• Collisional energy loss 
implemented

• Radiative processes – just 
numerical enhancement of the 
vacuum shower

• Later version include Bertsch-
Gunion radiation and formation 
time prescription to suppress 
radiation

Gaussian

Wide

Extra wide



W. Ke et al. (2018)Not a general purpose model

I. Lokhtin et al. (2006)

JETSCAPE model, etc ..

• The same idea of 
reducing the 
incoherent radiation

• Improvement in 
determining the 
suppression factor

Can reproduce radiative spectrum in 
the large number of scatterings limit

LIDO model

Monte – Carlo time is not the real time, it is virtuality, 
transverse momentum, etc … variable 
- The challenge is to keep momentum and spacetime 

information (and history) for all partons
- Need two “passes” one in space-time and one in 

momentum
- Sample simultaneously vacuum and medium-induced 
branching processes 



¡ In the past 30 years reactions with nuclei have produced spectacular 
results. The key to their interpretation is in-medium parton showers  

¡ In-medium splitting functions have been derived using different 
methods. In-medium parton showers are softer and broader than the 
ones in the vacuum. This is now experimentally verified. 

¡ In-medium splitting functions  can be calculated and tabulated 
(integrating out the space-time information).  Implemented in higher 
order and resumed calculations. Very significant effects on hadrons, jets 
and jet substructure at the EIC

¡ Monte Carlos that incorporate this physics properly do not exist. The 
problem is the coherent nature of the emission. Various approximations 
and prescriptions how to mimic LPM effect  proposed. The detailed 
shower characteristics not included

¡ For serious implementation of in-medium showers in MC generators 
significant effort is needed / conceptually different from current efforts   
(LUTs combined with space-time integration and then momentum 
space)



§ The technique of lightcone wavefunctionsExample

¡ Certain advantages – can provide in “one shot” both massive and 
massless splitting functions

¡ Have checked that results agree for massless and massive DGLAP

Z. Kang et al . (2016)c.f.

Useful to express 
in Pauli matrixes

Branchings depending on the intrinsic momentum of the splitting

G. Ovanesyan et al . 
(2012)

x

1- x



Representative example

¡ Full  massless and massive in-medium splitting 
functions  now available to first order in opacity 

¡ SCET-based effective theories created to solve 
this  problem 

G. Ovanesyan et al . (2011)

¡ For the first time we were able to do is higher 
order and resummed calculations

F. Ringer et al . (2016)

Z. Kang et al . (2015)

1. Incoming hadron   (gray bubbles)

➡ Parton distribution function

2. Hard part of the process 

➡ Matrix element calculation at LO, 
NLO, ... level

3. Radiation  (red graphs)

➡ Parton shower calculation

➡ Matching to the hard part

4. Underlying event   (blue graphs)

➡ Models based on multiple 
interaction

5. Hardonization  (green bubbles)

➡ Universal models 

H

The description of an event is a bit tricky...

H



§ Treating color (one complication in QCD). 

¡ Color is not entangled, 
homogeneous structure and 
multiplicative factors that can be 
algebraically treated   

¡ Finally, relative to the splitting 
vertex   we classify the as 

¡ Initial/Initial, Initial/Final, 
Final/Initial and Final/Final

M. Sievert et al . (2018)



§ Note – all splittings have the same topology. 
Same  - structure, interference phases, 

propagators
Different   - mass dependence, wavefunctions, 

color (which also affects transport coefficients)

§ Master table that  gives all ingredients

We have now solved the problem for all splitting functions
M. Sievert et al . (2019)
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Evolution of T in Au+Au ¡ Refactoring
Ø Code is restructured (in C++) and 

shortened (24K → 8K lines). 20x speed                                      
improvement

¡ Effective incorporation of                                                       
simulated QGP medium
Ø Reduced overhead for calling QGP                                                                

medium grid function. 2x speed                                                         
improvement

¡ Efficient on-node parallelization

Ø New parallelization shows much better                                                          
scaling  10x speed improvement 

¡ Overall improvement:     
18 days → 1 hour

C. Shen et al . (2014)


